**STEWARDS REPORT**

Weather Condition: Fine  
Track Condition: Good  

---

**Race 1**  
**G-SIX THE BUNYIP (0-4 WINS N/P) STAKE**  
643m SE  
-There were no racing incidents to report.  
-WILLOW ROSE was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days.

---

**Race 2**  
**G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS MAIDEN STAKE**  
400m Maiden  
-A swab sample was taken from the winner BEENLEIGH BLUE.  
-Entering the back straight GIVE ME RUBY’s checked around the heels of YOU MAGIC GIRL then moved up the track taking BEENLEIGH BLUE wide. Approaching the turn into the home straight ANDY’S HANDY moved out taking YOU MAGIC GIRL up the track. Along the home straight GIVE ME RUBY’s raced wide.  
-ANDY’S HANDY was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

---

**Race 3**  
**G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE**  
400m Grade 6  
-A swab sample was taken from the winner MAGIC OZZIE.  
-On the first turn WARRIOR JAKE ran onto the heels of LONG GULLY DINO. On the turn off the back straight PINK EIGHT and TARRA ROCKET came together and bumped. On the turn into the home straight LONG GULLY DINO moved out checking WARRIOR JAKE, then WARRIOR JAKE ran onto the heels of GRIT BLASTER and then TARRA ROCKET and PINK EIGHT both raced wide.  
-PINK EIGHT was vetted after the race with no injury detected.  
-TARRA ROCKET was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

---

**Race 4**  
**G-SIX NIXON’S FUNCTION CENTRE FREE FOR ALL**  
400m FFA  
-On the first turn LONG GULL BOY moved down checking SHE’S HOPE. Entering the back straight EMERLEY HUMMER checked around the heels of LONG GULL BOY.

---

**Race 5**  
**GIDDY-UP (N/P) STAKE**  
400m Masters  
-On the first turn ASTON RICARDO moved down creating pressure to the inside runners which caused MOTOWN KENNY to lose ground. On the turn off the back straight ABBEY’S BANJO moved down onto MOTOWN KENNY which held its line causing ABBEY’S BANJO to be checked and then move out checking DREAM ILLALANGI.

---

**Race 6**  
**SECURE RACING LOGISTICS STAKE**  
400m Grade 5  
-There were no racing incidents to report.

---

**Race 7**  
**ACCELL THERAPY STAKE**  
531m Grade 6  
-On the first turn DOUBLE ATTITUDE moved out onto JOE’S GOLD which resulted in DOUBLE ATTITUDE easing appearing injured. On the turn off the back straight RANGER ROSE moved down checking JOE’S GOLD.  
-Double ATTITUDE was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 180 days.

---

**Race 8**  
**THE BUNYIP MIXED STAKE**  
531m Mixed 3/4/5  
-A swab sample was taken from the winner MISS TAKIRI.  
-LEKTRA THEORY was slow to begin. On the first turn GOLLY GUMDROPS moved down checking COSMIC KATIE and then GOLDEN NIGHT moved down checking CHRISTOPHER ROSE causing CHRISTOPHER ROSE to move out checking COSMIC KATIE, GOLLY GUMDROPS and LEKTRA THEORY. On the turn off the back straight LOVE FIRST moved down checking GOLDEN NIGHT.  
-GOLDEN NIGHT was vetted after the race with no injury detected.  
-GOLLY GUMDROPS was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 7 days.

---

**Race 9**  
**G-SIX GAWLER DRY CLEANERS STAKE**  
400m Grade 6  
-There were no racing incidents to report.
Race 10  G-SIX GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA STAKE  400m  Grade 6
-Entering the back straight BURNT GOLD moved out checking BREAKFAST CREEK. There were no further racing incidents to report.
-BURNT GOLD was vetted after the race reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days.

Race 11  G-SIX NIXON’S FUNCTION CENTRE STAKE  400m  Grade 5
-A swab sample was taken from the winner EMMY GRAY.
-Shortly after the start BLACK RUSKY moved down checking MADDISON KAYE. Along the home straight FILTHY PHANTOM and MADDISON KAYE raced wide.

Race 12  G-SIX GIDDY-UP STAKE  400m  Grade 6
- On the first turn PRIVATE moved down checking DANCE MOVES. There were no further racing incidents to report.

* Published subject to correction upon revision